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The ICRF now is the fundamental elestial referene frame with the Hipparos Catalog asthe realization of the ICRF at optial wavelengths. Unlike past stellar realizations, whih wereoriented to the equinox and equator of various referene epohs, the orientation of the ICRF isindependent of epoh and will not be hanged in the future. The orientation and positions of theICRF are onsistent with the J2000 (FK5) System. The JPL ephemerides (dynamial system)have been oriented onto the ICRF sine 1995. Aording to (Standish, 2003) the notion ofdynamial system is no longer " relevant" "sine the ICRF is assumed to be inertially founded".The neessity of keeping the dynamial system was disussed a long time ago. As a notion it isonserved and it is neessary to keep in mind another problems like onservation and usage ofold observations, historial aspet of non- preessional equinox motion, the problems of mutualorientation of di�erent astronomial systems et. Espeially the problem of mutual orientationof the ICRF and other systems is important even at our times: the link of dynamial andICRF systems is not reliably known and it is neessary to ontinue improving of the orientationbetween di�erent systems. The problem of non-preessional motion of equinox has not onlyhistorial aspet: it was suggested in (Vityazev, Yagudina, 2000) that the �titious motion ofthe equinox is well orrelated with urve �T = ET � UT and an be onsidered as the �rstevidene of the irregular rotation of the Earth.About 18000 optial and radar observations of 35 NEAs and main belt planets have beenused to obtain preise asteroids orbits, atalogue orientation parameters and the motion ofthe dynamial equinox from 1750 till 2002 in Hipparos system. For obtaining the orientationparameters and equinox motion we olleted the observations of 35 minor planets with availableradar data. Most of them, 31 planets are NEAs The interval overed by optial observations forthis list of objets is more than 90 years, radar measurements are available after 1968. All optialobservations were taken from MPC atalogue, radar observations (Doppler and delay) from JPLdatabase 'Small-body astrometri radar observations'. The auray of optial observations areof the order of 100 for old observations and better than 0.500 for observations made after 1960.The preision of Doppler observations varies from 30.0 Hz till 0.1 Hz for the frequeny, and from140 till 0.1 �s for delay. We have disussed similar problems previously, having used 24 NEAs forobtaining the FK5 orientation parameters (Yagudina, 2001). Now, in addition to that we haveused the observations of the asteroids with long optial history (suh as Iris, Zelinda and others)and for some NEAs (Toutatis, Golevka, et) the radar observations in the seond apparitionhave been used. Besides, the auray of optial observations during the last 4{5 years haveinreased signi�antly, the auray of CCD observations being about 0.300. All this gave usnew possibilities for obtaining a more preise solution. All alulations have been performed93



Table 1: The dynamial motion for di�erent intervals of timeepoh Time interval d _A number Auray00=y of observations of optial obs.2001.8 11 asteroids �1.034 10252 opt 1001900{2000 �0.079 107 rad23 asteroids �0.004 6398 opt < 1001950-2000 �0.001 238 rad > 0:50017 asteroids �0.003 3150 opt < 0:5001965{2000 �0.000 181 rad35 asteroids �0.009 17650 opt 0:500- 1001900-2002 �0.001 351 radwithin the framework of ERA system (Krasinsky and Vasiliev, 1996). The orbits of asteroidshave been omputed by numerial integration of the relativisti equations of motion taking intoaount the perturbations from all major planets and the Moon, as well as the Shwarzshild'sterms due to the Sun. For alulations of the oordinates of perturbing planets and the Moon theDE200/LE200 ephemerides were used. The way it was ful�lled in previous works the parametersunder onsideration were the following: among the total parameters of the global solution thereare six parameters of the oordinates and veloities orretions for eah planet for the standardepoh (they were inluded in the onditional equations for optial and radar observations),orretion to the mean longitude of the Earth, dL, the FK5 equinox orretion, dA, the FK5equator orretion, dD, the seular variation of the equinox orretion, d _A (they were inludedin the onditional equations for only optial data). Several versions of the global solution havebeen onsidered. The most interesting results onerning the values of d _A for di�erent intervalsof time on the basis of di�erent number of optial and radar observations are shown at the Table.We onsider that radar observations with re�ned sets of positional ground-based observationsof NEARs and main belt minor planets overing long interval of time an be quite useful forimproving the link between Hipparos and dynamial systems (given by DE ephemerides) andfor larifying the historial problem of motion of dynamial equinox.REFERENCESStandish, M. Relating the dynamial frame and ephemerides to the ICRF In: Abstrats of the25th GA of IAU,16{24 July, 2003.Vityazev V. V. , Yagudina E. I. The non-preessional motion of the equinox: a phantom or aphenomenon? In: Capitaine N. (ed). Journess 2000, Systemes dereferene spatio-temporels,Paris, 18-20 Septembre, 42{47.Yagudina E. I. The use of radar observations of Near-Earth asteroids in the determination ofthe dynamial equinox, Celest. Meh., Vol.80,3-4,195{203.Krasinsky, G.A. and Vasiliev, M.V. ERA: knowledge base for ephemeris and dynamial as-tronomy, in Wytrzyszzak I.M., Lieske J.H. and Feldman R.A., (eds), Proeedings of IAUColloquium 165, Poznan, Poland, July 1-5, 1996, 239{244.
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